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Definition
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome is a condition that affects many parts of the body. It is classified as an overgrowth
syndrome, which means that affected infants are considerably larger than normal (macrosomia) and tend to be
taller than their peers during childhood. Growth begins to slow by about age 8, and adults with this condition are not
unusually tall. In some children with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, specific parts of the body on one side or the
other may grow abnormally large, leading to an asymmetric or uneven appearance. This unusual growth pattern,
which is known as hemihyperplasia, usually becomes less apparent over time.

1. Introduction
The signs and symptoms of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome vary among affected individuals. Some children with this
condition are born with an opening in the wall of the abdomen (an omphalocele) that allows the abdominal organs to
protrude through the belly-button. Other abdominal wall defects, such as a soft out-pouching around the belly-button (an
umbilical hernia), are also common. Some infants with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome have an abnormally large
tongue (macroglossia), which may interfere with breathing, swallowing, and speaking. Other major features of this
condition include abnormally large abdominal organs (visceromegaly), creases or pits in the skin near the ears, low
blood sugar (hypoglycemia) in infancy, and kidney abnormalities.
Children with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome are at an increased risk of developing several types of cancerous and
noncancerous tumors, particularly a form of kidney cancer called Wilms tumor and a form of liver cancer called
hepatoblastoma. Tumors develop in about 10 percent of people with this condition and almost always appear in
childhood.
Most children and adults with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome do not have serious medical problems associated with
the condition. Their life expectancy is usually normal.

2. Frequency
Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome affects 1 in 10,500 to 13,700 newborns worldwide. The condition may actually be more
common than this estimate because some people with mild symptoms are never diagnosed.

3. Causes
The genetic causes of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome are complex. The condition usually results from the abnormal
regulation of genes in a particular region of chromosome 11. People normally inherit one copy of this chromosome from
each parent. For most genes on chromosome 11, both copies of the gene are expressed, or "turned on," in cells. For
some genes, however, only the copy inherited from a person's father (the paternally inherited copy) is expressed. For
other genes, only the copy inherited from a person's mother (the maternally inherited copy) is expressed. These parentspecific differences in gene expression are caused by a phenomenon called genomic imprinting. Abnormalities involving
genes on chromosome 11 that undergo genomic imprinting are responsible for most cases of Beckwith-Wiedemann
syndrome.
At least half of all cases result from changes in a process called methylation. Methylation is a chemical reaction that
attaches small molecules called methyl groups to certain segments of DNA. In genes that undergo genomic imprinting,
methylation is one way that a gene's parent of origin is marked during the formation of egg and sperm cells. BeckwithWiedemann syndrome is often associated with changes in regions of DNA on chromosome 11 called imprinting centers
(ICs). ICs control the methylation of several genes that are involved in normal growth, including the CDKN1C, H19,
IGF2, and KCNQ1OT1 genes. Abnormal methylation disrupts the regulation of these genes, which leads to overgrowth
and the other characteristic features of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome.

About twenty percent of cases of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome are caused by a genetic change known as paternal
uniparental disomy (UPD). Paternal UPD causes people to have two active copies of paternally inherited genes rather
than one active copy from the father and one inactive copy from the mother. People with paternal UPD are also missing
genes that are active only on the maternally inherited copy of the chromosome. In Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome,
paternal UPD usually occurs early in embryonic development and affects only some of the body's cells. This
phenomenon is called mosaicism. Mosaic paternal UPD leads to an imbalance in active paternal and maternal genes
on chromosome 11, which underlies the signs and symptoms of the disorder.
Less commonly, mutations in the CDKN1C gene cause Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome. This gene provides
instructions for making a protein that helps control growth before birth. Mutations in the CDKN1C gene prevent this
protein from restraining growth, which leads to the abnormalities characteristic of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome.
About 1 percent of all people with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome have a chromosomal abnormality such as a
rearrangement (translocation), abnormal copying (duplication), or loss (deletion) of genetic material from chromosome
11. Like the other genetic changes responsible for Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, these abnormalities disrupt the
normal regulation of certain genes on this chromosome.

3.1. The Genes and Chromosome Associated with Beckwith-Wiedemann Syndrome
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4. Inheritance
In about 85 percent of cases of Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, only one person in a family has been diagnosed with
the condition. However, parents of one child with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome may be at risk of having other
children with the disorder. This risk depends on the genetic cause of the condition.
Another 10 to 15 percent of people with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome are part of families with more than one
affected family member. In most of these families, the condition appears to have an autosomal dominant pattern of
inheritance. Autosomal dominant inheritance means that one copy of an altered gene in each cell is typically sufficient
to cause the disorder. In most of these cases, individuals with Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome inherit the genetic
change from their mothers. Occasionally, a person who inherits the altered gene will not have any of the characteristic
signs and symptoms of the condition.
Rarely, Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome results from changes in the structure of chromosome 11. Some of these
chromosomal abnormalities are inherited from a parent, while others occur as random events during the formation of
reproductive cells (eggs and sperm) or in the earliest stages of development before birth.

5. Other Names for This Condition
BWS
Wiedemann-Beckwith syndrome (WBS)
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